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REFLECTIONS 
 

Pet Essay 

By: Alejandra Reyes (Queens) 
Teacher: Barry Hantman  
  

        In the U.S., over 70% of the population 

owns a domestic animal such as a cat or dog. 

Pets greatly influence our lives for the better by 

teaching us responsibility and patience. They 

give us something precious and rare, unconditional love. They trust us whole-heartedly 

and accept us as we are. There are many benefits to owning a pet, including the 

emotional and mental reassurance they provide. Statistics show that pet owners lead 

considerably happier lives, are generally healthier, and even live longer. Many pets are 

genuinely loyal creatures that bring comfort and joy to people throughout the world. 

        When I first heard of Bruno, I was just starting to consider getting a pet. I told my 

parents that I would be responsible for it, and that I believed everyone in the household 

would benefit from having a dog in the house. I reviewed the pros and cons of owning a 

pet, including the responsibilities that I would need to assume. After months of careful 

consideration, my father and I went to a neighbor’s house to adopt one of her puppies, 

which her dog had given birth to just four months earlier. There were six puppies when I 

adopted Bruno, and my neighbor picked them all up, and showed them to me. Bruno 

was second to last, and as soon as I saw his bearded chin, I pointed and said, “That’s 

the one.” Bruno came home with us the same day, and we set up a couple of blankets 

for him to make sure he did not sleep on the cold hard floor. Bruno, as sweet as he is, 

quickly warmed up to everyone, and within a week, we had bought him a dog bed, toys, 

food, grooming supplies, and bowls. When out for a walk, I sometimes run into my 

neighbor who can often be found walking her four dogs. Bruno still gets to see his 

siblings and parents, and even his previous owners. He has settled in well, and is now 
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nearing his second birthday. He has grown tremendously from a four-month-old feeble 

pup to the handsome pooch that he is today.   

Bruno is a mixed breed with the appearance of a poodle and the temperament of 

a shih-Tzu.  Because shih-Tzu and poodles rarely shed, he is considered a 

hypoallergenic canine. This medium sized pup weighs in at 24 pounds and is 

approximately 14 inches tall, not including his spunky tail. He has a silky smooth black 

and white coat with parallel white markings on his lower back and shoulders.  Poodles 

are notorious for their big floppy ears, which Bruno had the luck of inheriting. Like most 

pooches, he has a mix of black and pigmented nails, as determined by the color of his 

fur. Bruno has the misfortune of valgus deformity, a condition in which his front leg joints 

(radius and ulna) are twisted away from the center of his body. This condition may or 

may not be hereditary. Luckily, the valiant and strong-willed Bruno is not hindered by his 

condition. 

Bruno is a loyal dog who always fetches the stick. He is protective of those who 

take care of him, often barking at intruders, or standing defensively in front of someone 

to protect them. His loyalty complements his intelligence. Bruno enjoys learning new 

tricks, and is always sharp-witted. The tricks he has mastered include sit, stay, lie down, 

shake, come here, and he is currently learning to speak and quiet down on command. 

He has a recurring habit of staring at people that further demonstrates his protective 

instincts. Overall, he is a sweet dog who offers companionship and love to those who do 

the same with him. 

        Although Bruno is a dog, he still manages to display his eccentric side. As 

mentioned before, he tends to glare at people, almost as if he was reading their soul. 

After eating his kibble, he will take the last few pieces and spit it out on the floor. He 

becomes erratic, and goes into frenzy as if he believed he was under attack. During 

these occurrences, he paws at his food, which makes him look like a professional DJ. In 

addition to the tricks mentioned above, Bruno responds to the phrase “good morning” by 

getting up from his bed, stretching, and eating his food. When he turned one year old, 

everyone gathered around and howled happy birthday to him. Literally. Bruno may not 

be human, but he surely is loved and adored by them. 

There are countless ways that a pet can positively influence a person’s life. Ever 

since I could remember, I have been affectionate toward animals. I believe that pets can 
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be magnificent creatures when given the chance to preserve their innocence and flourish 

in life. I engaged in this belief and have grown as a person in terms of responsibility and 

patience. They deserve to be cared for by someone who is capable of fulfilling such a 

role. Owning a pet is not an easy task, and may not be for everyone. Pets have a way of 

brightening someone’s day by bringing laughter, joy, and loyalty to those around them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

My Future 
By Anonymous 
 

I’m turning 17 in May and every time I think about it, it scares me to know that I’m 

growing older by the years. I want to stay young and do kid things, which I love to do. I 

can’t wait to eventually get married and have kids but I don’t want to grow old. When I 

stop to think about this, all I really think about is that as an adult I’m going have to pay 

bills, go to meetings, go shopping, but most of all worry about what mistakes my kids will 

do and what problems they’ll go through. When I grow up, I will experience a lot of things 

that a lot of grown up married adult have done. You’ll go through relationships, marriage, 

pregnancy, maybe divorce and death. A lot of things will happen in the future. The future 

really scares me!  
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POETRY PLACE 
 

Who Am I? 
By Kayla Quinones (Grade 10, Brooklyn) 

Teacher: Mrs. Maria Jeffery 

 

I'm just like the sea. I accept everything.      I am gentle like a sea breeze. 

 Sometimes I may be rough like a cold storm. 

Most of the time I make the storm settle. 

I'm just like the sea, I have endless thoughts and, dreams. Sometimes like the sea 

            I like to drift away in deep thought. 

                    The time I shine most is when the ray of light illuminates, the moon that 

reflects upon me. 

I refer to myself as the sea. The endless deep mystery. That’s who I am and what makes 

me, me. 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

 
To Kill a Mockingbird (Summary/Recommendation) 
By Jalin Torres (Bronx) 
Teacher: Nancy Schwartz 
          

To Kill a Mockingbird, written by Harper Lee, is a 

book worth recommending to any student, teacher, 

or even bookworm. This book takes you on an 

emotional roller coaster during times of racism, 

desperation, and heartbreak.  This book is set in 

the 1930’s, as Scout, the narrator and main 

character, tells a chilling story that takes place over 

the course of about three years. When reading this 

book, I will guarantee, you will laugh, cry, be 

amazed, and shocked. This book touches on life 

lessons, such as, courage, friendship, and false 

perceptions. Harper Lee created a masterpiece.  

This book should be valued worldwide, based on 

how well she intelligently, and incorporates her 

writing skills in this book. Her language reflects the time period that she was in and some 

words might be challenging or unknown, as I was confused with her old English 

language. People of all ages should read this at least once in there lifetime.  Although 

this book is fictional, Harper Lee made this book come to life by creating beautiful 

imagery and adding real life situations. This book is going in my top three favorite books 

of all time. I hope someone can read this passage, become inspired, and pick up this 

book because you will enjoy it. Harper Lee did a wonderful job of being articulate, 

sensitive, and mysterious. READ THIS BOOK!!! 
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BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL 
 

BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL 
By Kayla Quinones (Grade 10, Brooklyn) 
Teacher: Mrs. Maria Jeffery 

 

Life " Beyond High School" is something that is out of reach for me. I can talk about 

Ideals but lets face it, I am still a kid who has yet to see what lies beyond my journey. 

Getting there is what High school is for, to prepare me for the many obstacles that are 

coming my way. I know there will be a lot of them, which is what scares me, as I don't 

like change.  Over time you come to realize that no matter how much time you want, 

things are going to change for the best or for the worst only you can change the out 

come of it. Nothing goes the way we want it to but some how it always ends up putting 

us where we need to be. High school is like a maze there are many paths you can take 

some have dead ends while some can lead us out. You can never be sure which one 

benefits you the most but you have to remember that each experience comes with 

something you can learn from not everything is the easiest way out. Change is 

something you are going to experience in High school it becomes somewhat of a turning 

point for you. It determines what type of person  

You are to the person you will be. Everything you learn becomes a part of you and stays 

with you even after High school.  

     

   Many may think High school is just a place to learn but it's not. It is a place that shows 

you how hard work can pay off in the long run and, how to make bonds that will last a 

lifetime. High school is something you will come to treasure for not only their lessons but 

also helping you find who you are. One of the lessons you will learn is how not to over 

think things. If you end up over thinking you will keep thinking for the rest of your life is 

this good enough? Only leading you to misery. In High school you learn how to not be 

afraid to get back up on your two feet to try without worrying about falling over. Try not to 

let a hard lesson harden your heart or shatter your dreams. High school will also teach 
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you discipline on how everything will not be easy and how to work hard towards your 

goals. Amazing things can happen in a single moment through all your hard work that 

has lead up to it. You can never know what will happen next, you have to remember that 

each moment you have worked for counts and no one can take that from you. 

 

   You can sometimes feel alone like no one understands you I know how that feel 

because I have felt that loneliness before. What I do during those times is look at my 

hand and with each finger think of something I am grateful for. My thumb represents the 

love I am given. My index finger represents the people who support me and never 

thought that my dreams as ridiculous. My middle finger represents how lucky I am to 

have and opportunity at life. My ring finger represents the friends I have to watch my 

back. Lastly my pinky represents the promises that I made to myself to make me who I 

am. When all my fingers have been lifted up I see a hand that may not help me but help 

others. No matter how alone I may feel there is always someone out there who feels the 

way I do.  "Beyond High School" there are many new things we will all encounter. There 

are many kids who feel the same as we do -- lost and worried, others full of hope. I along 

with you take this journey where it might be scary but hopeful as well. There will be good 

times and bad times through this journey but no matter how bad it may seem it is still 

something we have to see through to the end.   
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If you are graduating in June,  

you may be thinking about taking the SAT. 

For information, got to: 
http://sat.collegeboard.org/register/sat‐dates 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HIT / HI KIDS 
Home Instruction Teens Magazine 

Home Instruction Kids Magazine 
Welcome back to another year of HIT MAGAZINE and HI KIDS MAGAZINE!  

These magazines are written by Home Instruction students for  
Home Instruction students. They provide an opportunity for 

 students to communicate and share ideas. 
All students are invited to participate in the production of these magazines.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HI KIDS is for elementary students and  
HIT is for secondary students.  

You don’t have to be a great writer to be involved.  
There are all kinds of things that will help in the production of each issue. 
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You can send us : 

PLEASE SEND US: 
  
 

drawings 
photography 

puzzles 
jokes  

riddles  
poems 
stories  

movie reviews  
book reviews 

video game reviews 
sports review 

whatever you would like to share. 
 

We need staff members who would like to work at home  
helping to put the magazines together every month. We will ask you to do  
a little typing and to feel free to share any ideas you have to improve our 
magazines. Frequently we are able to arrange for our secondary students 

to get school  
credit for their work on the magazine.  

If you would like more information about becoming  
a staff member, email us at: 

 
 

HITMAGAZINE@AOL.COM 
or 

HIKIDSMAG@AOL.COM 
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WANTED:  

EDITOR-in-CHIEF 

& Staff EDITORS 
 

Please contact us ASAP if you’re interested in these positions. 
Requirements include: basic knowledge and interest in learning 
about basic layout/design using Microsoft Word, editing other 
students submissions, some typing, ability to work under tight  

deadlines and creativity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If interested, please e-mail us at: 

HITMAGAZINE@AOL.COM 
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HIT BOOK CLUB 
HAVE YOU READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW ABOUT BAD BOOKS? 
 

SEND US REVIEWS AT:  

HITMAGAZINE@AOL.COM 

WE WIL PRINT THEM 
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JUST FOR FUN 
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Check out our WONDERFUL 

Home Instruction Schools Website @: 
 

www.homeinstructionschools.com 
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I hereby give permission for my child's photograph, artwork, poetry or other work produced 
in conjunction with a school project, class or extracurricular activity, to be put on the 
Department of Education's World Wide Web (WWW) site, in accordance with the policies set 
forth in the DOE's Internet Acceptable Use Policy. 

I understand that the information to be posted does not include information from my child's 
academic, guidance, permanent or cumulative record (i.e. grades or attendance records). I also 
understand that the information to be posted does not include other personal identifiable 
information such as my child's address, phone number, or social security number. 

I hereby give permission for my child's photograph, artwork, poetry or other work produced 
in conjunction with a school project, class or extracurricular activity, to be printed in HOME 
INSTRUCTION TEENS (HIT) and/or HOME INSTRUCTION KIDS (HI KIDS) magazines. 

 
Name of Student_________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Parent’s Signature_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date__________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

This document is to be sent to and retained by the school. 

 


